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ABSTRACT. Acquisitionof two 38-day
wind data sets collected over
a fast-ice shelf and at a nearby coastal
weather station (Kuujjuarapik) in
Hudson
Bay allowed the calculation forthe first timeof an offshore/onshore wind speed ratio for an ice-covered environment. Mean wind over the ice was
29%higher than at the coast, compared to values of 65% for open ocean locations. This reflects
the effect of the higher drag coefficient of the sea ice
that more strongly attenuates the wind than does the sea surface. The
data set also allowed the evaluation of the change inthe wind field by local
topography. Thus,a strong orographic effect was found in the SW quadrant, as winds of less than 5 ms" were deflected toward the SE and W .
Key words: Arctic, Subarctic, weather, winds,
Hudson Bay, comparison, orographic effects, offshore, ice shelf
&SUMÉ. L'acquisition pendant 38 jours de deux enregistrements de vent mesurés sur une banquise de glace fixeetà une station météorologique
côtière (Kuujjuarapik)à la Baie d'Hudson a permis le calculpour la première fois d u n ratio de vitesse de vents pour un environnement couvert de
glace. Le vent moyen sur la glace était de 29%plus 6levé que sur la côte comparé à des valeurs oscillant autour de 65% pour une situation en eau
libre. Ceci reflète l'effet
du plus fort coefficient de train& de la glacede mer qui atténue plus fortement levent que la surface de l'océan. L'ensemble
de données a aussi permis l'évaluation de la modification du champ de vent par la topographie locale. Unfort effet orographique a été noté dans le
quadrant sud-ouest alors qu'aucun vent de moins de 5 ms" n'a été enregistré sur la côte, lesvents étant déviés vers le sud-est et lenord-ouest.

Mots clés: Arctique,subarctique, météorologie, vent, baie d'Hudson, comparaison, effets
orographiques, banquise de glace
INTRODUCTION

"How representative of offshoreconditionsare the wind data
recorded at a coastal station?" This question is often asked by
scientists working in the coastal environment, where it is
difficult to measure winds accurately. Most of the existing
comparisons have beenmade using data taken in the open
sea by weatherships, buoys or on remotely situated islands
(Dorman, 1982; Sethuraman and Raynor,1980;Marsden,
1987;Hsu, 1979,1981; Weisbergand Pietrafesa, 1983; Danard,
1977),leading to predictive models for offshore winds based
on onshore data (Hsu, 1986).
Even if weather is particularly important for operational
planning, such comparisonsare rarely possible in theArctic
W'
(Canada,1976; Fraser, 1983; Hill
et al., 1978; Keliherand Earle,
1979;Maxwell,1980;Conway,1976).Themost
extensive
study was made by Olson
(1986),who compared results from
different numerical models as well as datasupplied by passing ships with measurements made at various coastal stations throughout the Canadian Arctic for both summer
and
winter. Most other studies were made during the summer,
when it is easier to install temporary weather stations along
the coasts or on islands or moor buoys in the offshore.
Moreover, the selected sites were often located
far away from
permanent coastalstations, thus rendering offshore/onshore
59
comparisons difficult.
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W A T H E R STATION
Comparisons in the wintertime between onshore and offSCALE
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to the drifting ice and severe weather. As the frozen ocean has
quite different attenuation characteristics from that of open
FIG. I. Study area showing the location of both weather stations.
seas, there is a definite need for more research
in these areas.
Such an opportunity
was recentlygiven to us, as we
were able describe and discuss the differences existing between offto installa weather station on a fast-ice shelfduring the
winter
shore wind speedsand wind velocitiesat the coast during the
for a 38-day period. The objective of this study was thus to
winter season.
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METHODOLOGY

ice of Canada (St.# 7103536).Wind speed and direction were
measured by means of a cup and vane anemometer at a
The two data sets used in the experiment were collected in height of 10 m over the land surface, thus 35 m above mean
southeastern Hudson Bay (Fig. 1) during the course of an
sea level. Winds were measured every hour by the station
oceanographic research project in the winter of 1986. This
personnel by observing graphic recorders during a onelocation was selected because almost every winter the ice
minute period and recording estimated mean wind and
shelf between the Belcher Islands and the Quebec coast is
direction over that period. Wind speed was measured to the
very stable for periods of up to three months (Larouche and
closest knot and direction to the closest 10". The Aanderaa
Galbraith, 19891, thus allowing the installation of a weather
station recorded data at 10-minute intervals between 27
station without the risk of losing it with drifting ice.
March and 3 May, except for a 5-day period when a dead
The firstsampling location was situated 12 km offshoreand
battery interfered.The data were recordedon magnetic tapes.
consisted of an Aanderaa automated weather station (Fig. 2)
Wind speed estimation consistedof an average overthe 10equipped with sensors for wind direction, wind speed, presminute period, while direction was measured instantanesure, temperature and solar radiation. The measurements
ously at the end of the period. For this comparison, however,
were made at a height of 5 m over the ice surface.To prevent
only the data points taken at the same time as in Kuujjuarapik
interference, the station was located 100 m from the tent
were retained. The series length was thus reduced to 748
containing the data logger. The camp was installed on a
points.
smooth floe having a diameter of approximately 1 km. Ice
In order to take into account the different height of the
ridges around the floe did not exceed 2 m. Wind speed was
sensors, the winds recorded at the offshore location were
measured by a cup anemometer having a threshold of
adjusted to a 35 m height using a logarithmic wind profile:
0.5 m.s" and an accuracy of 0.2 m.s" (Aanderaa, 1987). DirecUz = U*.k" ln (z/zo)
tion was measured with a small vane having an accuracy of
where Uz is the wind speed at height z above the mean sea
better than 5".
level, U* is the shear velocity, k is the von Karman constant
The seconddata set was acquired 25 k m away from the ice
(0.4) and zo is the roughness length.
station in the coastal community of Kuujjuarapik at the
(OverUsing a 10 m drag coefficient (U*/U,,) of 1.55 x
weather station operated by Atmospheric Environment Serv-land, 1985), we calculated a roughness length of 0.0387 cm,
thus leading to a ratio U35m/ U5mof 1.206. All 5 m wind
observations were thus adjusted by this ratio prior to other
analysis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

OfshorelOnshore Wind Speed Ratio
Figure 3 shows wind speed histograms for the two locations. Some differences exist between
the two records. First,
there is an unexpected frequencydrop in the wind speed in
the 2 - 3 m.s" range forthe Kuujjuarapik record. This
pattern
is not seenon the ice shelfdata, where the distribution closely
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FIG. 2. Weather

station located on the fast-ice shelf.

FIG.
3. Wind speed histogram. A Kuujjuarapik; B: ice shelf.
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resembles agamma law. The high percentage
of winds in the
1- 2 ms-' range for the onshore station seems to indicate that
most winds in the next higher range are probablyrecorded in
Kuujjuarapik as being in the 1 - 2 ms" range instead. This
anomaly may be the result of human or mechanical factors.
Wind speed distributions for similar periods over the past
years indicate that this kind of distribution occurred consistently since 1977, practically eliminating the human factor as
the source of the anomaly. It thus seemsto be a permanent
characteristic of
data from this station, probably related to the
instruments or their location.
The second differencein the distribution patterns was the
presence of stronger winds onthe ice shelfthan onshore. This
indicates stronger wind attenuation over the land due to a
higher surface roughness. Approximately 16.8%of the winds
were above 10 m d at the ice camp,compared to only 2% at
Kuujjuarapik. Mean recordedwind speed was6.04 r n d on
the ice and 4.68 m s ' at the coast, leading to an offshore/
onshore ratio of 1.29.
Using the results of Olson (1986) for Kuujjuarapik, the
offshore/onshore ratio falls between 1.6 and 1.8 for the
wintertime. Values of this order are also found for open Ocean
situations (Sethuraman andRaynor, 1980).Our value is thus
much lower than these and does not fit with the predictive
algorithm of Hsu (1986) relating offshore winds to observed
land winds. His formula was developed for the open seas
using data from all over the world, including some values
from arcticareas (Alaska).The ratio calculated by Hsu(1986)
for 4.5 m s ' winds was1.54. This higher value was probably
the result of a relativelysmall drag coefficient forthe open sea
surface. Usingthe mean wind speedrecorded on the ice shelf,
we calculate adrag coefficient of 1.16 x l W for an open water
situation using equations given by Garratt (1977). On the
other hand, drag measurements made on
large icefloes
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FIG.
5. Directional frequencies for both locations (solid line is Kuujjuarapik)
and for two speed ranges. A 0 - 5 ms"; B 5 - 10 ms".

J

FIG.4. Directional mean wind speed distribution (solid line is Kuujjuarapik).

yielded a value of 1.55x
(Overland, 19851, not including
form drag that contributes significantly to the total drag
coefficient (Arya,1973),which couldthen easily reach3 x le3
(Overland, 1985). The sea ice drag coefficient is thus about
twice the water drag coefficient, which in turn affects in
the offshore/onshore wind speed ratio. It thus appears
from our results that a ratio closer to 1.3 should be usedto
predict offshore winds in ice-covered areas from observed
coastal winds.
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This ratio, however,represents the mean situation. There
are some differences locally,
as the ratio is not constant for all
wind directions, as shown by the directional mean wind
speed distribution (Fig. 4). Winds are stronger on the ice
between 20 and 70" and between 230 and 360". For other
directions, the intensity of the wind is unaffected. The ratio
between speeds on
the ice and atthe coast is 1.54 foronshore
1.26 for offshorewinds (20-220'). This
winds (240350") and
again indicates stronger wind attenuation over the land than
over the ice.

All these differences can be explained
the local
by topography (Fig. 6). The
200 m elevation at 60" seems likelyto cause
the wind deviations observed inthe NE quadrant. Its effects,
however, differ slightly for the different wind speeds. For
weak winds, all the air flow seems
deviated to the right of the
obstacle, thus producing the sharp change observed in the
peak position. For stronger winds, itlooks as if the air
sometimes deviatedto the left of the range and flowed along
the river valley, leading to the observed eastern peak in
Kuujjuarapik. Thishappened approximately 20% of the time,
while forthe other 80%the wind wentaround the obstacle to
Local Orographic Effects
the right.
Another important orographic effect can also
be seen inthe
Besides velocity differences, winds recorded at the coast
SW quadrant. This timethe most likely cause
of the observed
are often distorted by localorographic effects. Figure5 shows
deflections was the 150 m elevation lyingtoward the SE. The
the directional frequencies forboth locations and twovelocsituation in the SW quadrant is, however, more complicated,
ity ranges. For brevity, winds of less than 5 m s ' are called
weakand those overthis value, strong. Some differences exist as winds were deflected in two directions. The SW winds
recorded offshore were almost equallydistributed between
between the two records. First, forboth speedranges the lothe SE (36%) and NW (38%) at the coast, explaining the
cation of the NE peak in Kuujjuarapik is rotated counterbroader peaks for thesetwo directions. A closer examination
clockwise to the peak on the ice. Whenwinds are weak, the
of the data shows no
correlation betweenthe observed deflecstrong SW peak observedon the ice is completely missingat
tion and the original wind direction. Thereis also no correlathe coastal station, while there are broader peaks in the SE
tion with the windspeed (Table 1).The deflection was almost
and NW quadrants. Finally, for stronger winds an eastern
equally distributed between the SE and the NW for the two
peak appearsin Kuujjuarapik, whileit is not recordedat the
speed ranges. The proportion of undeflected winds was,
ice station. Strong winds between70 and 110" at the coast are
however, higher forstronger winds, indicating that orograin fact recorded as 65" winds onthe ice shelf.

FIG. 6. Topography in the Kuujjuarapikvicinity. Heights arein feet.
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phic effects becomeless important aswind speed increases.
No explanation is possibleat this time for theseobservations.
TABLE 1. Percentage ofsouthwesterlywinds deflectedtoward other
directions
Wind speed
SE

NW

37.5
< 5 ms"
> 5 ms-1

39.6
34.5

27.6

Undeflected
8.3
34.5

CONCLUSION

This study illustratesa strong differencebetween the open
and frozen ocean. Theoffshore/onshore wind speed ratio
for
an ice cover is significantly different from that for an open
ocean situation. For this location on the Hudson Bay coast,
measured wind directions were close to those for offshore
winds for mostdirections. Orographic effects were detected
for two directions. For operational purposes, there is almost
no error for NE winds observed at the coast, as only 20"
separates them from offshore winds. Strong easterly winds
should, however, be corrected as really coming from the NE
on the ice shelf. Weak coastal winds observed from the SE
have a 13%chance of being southwesterlyoffshore, and NW
winds have a 26% chance of being the same. Forhigher wind
speeds, the percentage is reduced to 7 and 10% for both
directions respectively.As for the wind speed,
differencesof
35% occurat 35 m height. At a height of 5 m, the differenceis
reduced to only 12%.
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